ACTIVITY: Fishing for salmon
CASE: GSAF 2014.11.19
DATE: November 19, 2014
LOCATION: Freo, Western Australia.
BOAT: A seven-metre boat
OCCUPANTS: David Lock and his father.
TIME: 09h00
NARRATIVE: The shark was “pretty placid at first but
when the old man hooked up to a fish, he got interested,”
said David Lock. As the shark “launched itself above the
surface, its head landed on top of the side of the boat,” he
said. According to Lock, the shark even took a chunk out of
the boat, but his film only shows a shark chasing a fish.
INJURY: No injury to boat occupants.
SPECIES: A white shark, said to be five metres in length.
NOTE: Sharks feed on fish. It is no surprise when a shark is drawn to the area of a fishing
boat, particularly when a fisherman has a struggling fish on the line. Why are such incidents
even considered newsworthy?!
Huge shark rams boat off Freo
A fisherman has filmed the moment a hungry 5m great white shark almost ended up in his boat
during a dramatic encounter off Fremantle.
David Lock was fishing for salmon with his father at a favourite spot at 9am yesterday when a
shark began taking an interest in their 7m boat.
"He was pretty placid at first but when the old man hooked up to a fish, he got interested," he
said. "He has just launched and his head has landed on top of the side of the boat. I have jumped
back, he would have had me otherwise. He touched my leg, it was that close. It was front on and
mouth first. He has even taken a chunk out of the boat." Mr Lock missed filming the moment the
shark almost landed inside the boat when he dropped the phone he was filming it on as he
stumbled backwards.
He said the shark was only interested in the fish and swam slowly away. "I've been fishing for
years and I've seen a lot sharks but never this close," Mr Lock said. "You are definitely seeing
more of them out there, not great white but other sharks, in the last three or four years."
Mr Lock did not want to reveal the location of the close encounter but said it was a popular diving
spot and there were divers in the area while he was fishing. "I wouldn't want anything to happen
to the shark but I want to bring awareness to what is out there," he said. "In my opinion, you
should not be swimming in the water there."
SOURCE: The West Australian, November 20, 2014,
https://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/a/25561780/huge-shark-rams-boat-off-freo/
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